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Foreword
The dublinbikes strategic planning framework sets out an ambitious but realistic vision for the future expansion of this
unique form of public transport. This document is the outcome of extensive analysis, research and consultation
undertaken by a dedicated multi-disciplinary team.
The success of the dublinbikes scheme over the past year since its introduction on September 13th 2009 has been
nothing short of remarkable. This performance gives the City Council the confidence to plan for the next 5 years, so the
expansion of the bike scheme will take place within the context of a balanced spatial distribution that will provide for an
efficient and sustainable mode of public transport in Dublin City. It is the intention of the City Council that a phased
expansion of the dublinbikes scheme within the next 5 years will provide the people of Dublin City with a high quality
means of transport that is not only environmentally sustainable and healthy but also complementary to the other modes
of public transport available in the City.
The strategic planning framework provides the context for the development of an integrated public transport system that
will benefit all sectors of society, citizens, state agencies, employers and visitors to the City. Sustainability is at the heart of
the 5 year planning framework as the City Council aims to develop an environmentally friendly means of public transport
that is healthy, relatively inexpensive, brings jobs closer to where people live, and ensures an improved quality of life in
the City's natural and built environment.
Dublin is our Capital City and Irelands main player internationally. The development of dublinbikes has changed the way
in which people view Dublin. Dublin City is a very cosmopolitan and European City and the proposed expansion of the
bike scheme will help build on the City's connectivity and ensure its continued competitiveness.
As Executive Manager of Dublin City Council Planning Department, I will have overall responsibility for leading
implementation of the dublinbikes strategic planning framework. While the dublinbikes strategic planning framework will
form part of the City Council's corporate objectives, the planning department will be directly responsible for its
implementation. In this regard, the full resources of the planning department in conjunction with other City Council
departments will be utilised to ensure its successful completion.

Jim Keogan
Executive Manager
Planning & Economic Development Department
Dublin City Council
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1.1

Introduction

Dublin City Council in partnership with JCDecaux launched the new
dublinbikes scheme on the 13th of September 2009. The Scheme,
which comprises 450 bicycles and 40 public bike stations, provides
a fully integrated transport alternative that is an innovative system
allowing people to take bikes from automated self-service stations.
Since its introduction the scheme has proved hugely successful
with approximately 45,000 subscribers and in excess of 1,250,000
journeys recorded to date.
Such has been the success of the scheme and the ease with which
people are able to make their way around the City, increased
pressure has been put on the City Council to expand the scheme.
There has been a significant level of interest from individuals,
residents associations and businesses located in various parts of
the City requesting that the bike scheme be expanded to serve their
particular locality. Such has been the demand to expand the
scheme, the City Council decided to prepare a longer term strategy
for the future development of this transport mode.
The remarkable transformation of Dublin City over the past 15
years has put increasing pressure on providing efficient access to
the city core and to maintain and consolidate this core as the
primary

economic,

cultural

and

social

heart

of the

wider

metropolitan area. The introduction of the dublinbikes scheme has
helped to deliver a connected city with improved linkages and
accessibility at peak and off-peak times for work, shopping and
leisure purposes. The provision of bike stations at strategic
locations within the City Core has strengthened the link between
land-use and transportation and as such provided for a more
sustainable and healthier mode of movement within Dublin City.
The delivery of a longer term dublinbikes strategy will serve to build
on the successful foundations which saw the introduction of this
new transport mode. Such has been the success of the scheme
and the way it has revolutionised people's movement in the City, a
longer term vision for its expansion is required. A longer-term
visionary approach will support the City's objective to deliver an
environmentally

sustainable

transport

model

that

promotes

efficiency and a healthier way of life. The 5 year strategic planning
framework adds a longer term spatial dimension to the expansion
of the dublinbikes scheme. A realistic and ambitious framework is
now in place to be developed in progressing towards an integrated
city-wide dublinbikes transport model.
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1.2

National Cycling Policy

The transport sector accounts for 36% of Ireland's primary energy demand and is responsible for over one third of our
energy related CO2 emissions. From 1990 - 2008 the total vehicle fleet increased by 137% making transport the fastest
growing sector in terms of energy demand and CO 2 emissions. In 2009 the Department of Transport published 'Smarter
Travel - A Sustainable Transport Future' which observed 'even with the much needed investment in Transport 21, if we
continue with present policies congestion will get worse, transport emissions will grow, economic competitiveness will
suffer and quality of life will decline' and concluded that 'current transport trends are unsustainable'. Smarter Travel set
the target of reducing car commuting from 65% to 45% by 2020, noting that this would mean that between 500,000 and
600,000 commuters will be encouraged to take means of transport other than the private car.
Smarter Travel noted that of all travel modes, cycling and walking have the lowest environmental impact and identified
synergies with a parallel policy stream on health and sedentary lifestyles. The National Health Strategy, the Report of the
Task Force on Obesity and the National Recreation Policy called for a greater emphasis on promoting physical activity as
the basis for improving and maintaining health and noted that embracing cycling and walking in one's daily routine offers
one of the best ways of arresting negative health trends. Smarter Travel set the target of having 160,000 people cycling to
work by 2020, up from 35,000 in 2006 and committed to the publication of a National Cycle Policy Framework.
Ireland's first National Cycle Policy Framework was published in April 2009 with the mission of creating 'a strong culture
of cycling in Ireland'. It notes that 'we will need to innovate, adopt new ways of working together and radically change
public attitudes towards cycling in Ireland'. Policy 9 of the National Cycle Policy Framework states 'we will provide
municipally-run 'public bike' facilities in all cities above 100,000 population' and notes that these schemes have been
'important in cities in which bicycle culture is re-emerging'.

1.3

Cycling in Dublin

Average national commuting distances increased by over 60% in the period between 1986 and 2006 and now stands at
just under 16 kilometres. This distance is beyond the capacity of most people to cycle on a regular basis and it is therefore
highly unlikely that the national target of achieving 10% of trips by bicycle by 2020 will be achieved uniformly across the
country. However success may be achieved if high density urban areas significantly exceed this 10% national target. To
achieve the cycling targets of Smarter Travel and the National Cycling Policy Framework, it will be necessary to
concentrate efforts on achieving high modal share in our cities and large towns. For Dublin to play its part it will need to
achieve a level of cycling comparable with Rotterdam within ten years.
About half a million people move around inside the canals of Dublin City every working day. This area is now home to
125,000 people and every morning these city residents are joined by 235,000 people coming into the city to work, 40,000
students and 120,000 people who come for shopping and entertainment. The street network of Dublin has a finite vehicle
capacity. Approaching a saturation point of around 65,000 vehicles, speeds for all on the road network are low and
congestion is widespread.
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